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Abstract. Snap Composition broadens the applicability of interactive
image composition. Current tools, like Adobe’s Photomerge Group Shot,
do an excellent job when the background can be aligned and objects
have limited motion. Snap Composition works well even when the input
images include diﬀerent objects and the backgrounds cannot be aligned.
The power of Snap Composition comes from the ability to assign for every
output pixel a source pixel in any input image, and from any location
in that image. An energy value is computed for each such assignment,
representing both the user constraints and the quality of composition.
Minimization of this energy gives the desired composition.
Composition is performed once a user marks objects in the diﬀerent
images, and optionally drags them into a new location in the target
canvas. The background around the dragged objects, as well as the ﬁnal
locations of the objects themselves, will be automatically computed for
seamless composition. If the user does not drag the selected objects to
a desired place, they will automatically snap into a suitable location. A
video describing the results can be seen in
www.vision.huji.ac.il/shiftmap/SnapVideo.mp4.

1

Introduction

Image composition is common in digital image editing, whose objective is to
combine images from diﬀerent shots into a single output image that looks natural and realistic. Three approaches are common for image composition: Matting,
Blending, and Optimal Cuts. Matting [22] attempts to make an accurate segmentation of an object, allowing to place it in a new image. In image blending
[6,15,13,10,20] a user builds a new image from patches taken from the input
images, and the seams between these patches are eliminated by the blending.
In Optimal Cuts [1], the seam between images to be combined is computed automatically within their overlap areas. In all of the above, the user placement
of the objects is a hard constraint, and the geometry of both the background
and the foreground do not change. Rearrangement of a single image is presented
in [7,19,2,16]. Snap Composition allows the user to deﬁne approximate regions
and target locations, letting objects snap into place during a single optimization
process. Background rearrangement to match the objects is done as well.
Digital Photomontage [1] presented a pioneering approach to create a seamless
composite from selected instances of objects in multiple aligned images. Their
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Fig. 1. Snap Composition. (a-b): input images with regions to include in composition
are marked in green and regions to avoid are marked in red. (c) Initial canvas, where
selected kids are in their original locations. (d) Snap Composition results. The kids
from (a) were automatically spaced to allow the kid from (b) to snap in between, and
background is rearranged for a seamless composition.

process selected optimal seams followed by gradient-domain fusion. It is assumed
that the camera is in the same location in all images, and that objects move very
little. When objects move signiﬁcantly between images, or when camera motion
causes parallax, a diﬀerent approach is needed.
The issues of moving objects and parallax were also addressed for construction of panoramic images [21,9]. While panoramic stitching is based on global
registration, the goal of image composition is to satisfy user requirements. This
is done by using the concept of visual similarity between the output and the
input images, rather than trying to achieve a true geometric consistency. Fig. 6
shows possible conﬂict between global alignment and user sketch.
The computation of individual shifts for every pixel using global energy minimization, as done in Snap Composition, follows the ShiftMap framework [16].
As in other composition approaches, the user constraints in ShiftMap are hard,
and several attempts may be necessary until the user places the objects in the
“right” locations. The energy terms in Snap Composition allow ﬂexibility of
object location, which is automatically determined during optimization.
The task shown in Fig. 1 is an example of the issues addressed in this paper.
A user would like to insert the selected “green” kid from Fig. 1.b between the
two kids in Fig. 1.a, even though there is not enough space there. Using existing
methods, this task requires two steps: (i) Specify new locations for the two kids
in Fig. 1.a with a larger gap between them, and compute a new image. (ii) Place
the kid from Fig 1.b into its new location using image cloning, matting, or digital
Photomontage. During this process the user has made three selections for the
locations of the three kids, and many attempts may be needed until a good result
is obtained. Snap-Composition determines these locations using a single global
optimization, substantially reducing user interaction. Fig. 2 compares the result
of Snap Composition to Adobe Photomerge Group Shot using same images.
Another contribution of this paper addresses the approximate optimization of
graph labeling whose energy function has a data term and a smoothness term.
We have observed that a better optimum is obtained when the weight of the
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Fig. 2. Comparing the example in Fig. 1 to Adobe Photomerge Group Shot. This
emphasizes the importance of individual displacements of objects, which is not one
of the features supported by Photomerge. (a-b) Photomerge results obtained using
diﬀerent ordering of input images. (c): Snap Composition results.

smoothness term is gradually increased during iterations. This process, inspired
by Lagrangian relaxation, was found especially helpful in cases that the graph
has a very large number of labels.

2

Editing as Graph Labeling

Image composition is represented as graph labeling as done in ShiftMap image
editing [16]. The composite image R(u, v) is reconstructed from the input images
I(x, y, i) based on the shifts M (u, v) = (tx , ty , i) as follows: R(u, v) = I(u +
tx , v + ty , i), where i is an index on the input images. In the graph labeling
representation the nodes are the pixels (u, v) of the output image, where each
output pixel (u, v) is labeled by a shift M (u, v) = (tx , ty , i). The optimal shifts
M minimize the new cost function below, tailored for image composition:


Ed +
{Er + αEs }
(1)
E(M ) =
p∈R

(p,q)∈N

The data term Ed (M (p)) is deﬁned over single pixels, providing user constraints
such as desired locations of objects or a preference that an area will not be used
in the output. Er (M (p), M (q)) is a pairwise term built from user constraints
for preserving object integrity. Es (M (p), M (q)) is a pairwise term addressing
seamless composition. N of the pairwise term is deﬁned over four spatial neighbors of each pixel, and α is a user deﬁned weight for the smoothness term. In
the optimization process we gradually increase α to get a better convergence as
describe in Sec. 2.3. Each term will now be deﬁned in detail. Once the graph is
given, optimal labeling (i.e. optimal shifts) is computed using the alpha expansion algorithm for graph cuts [11,4,5].
2.1

User Constraints

The data term Ed indicates the user constraints such as the approximate location
of an object in the output image. Speciﬁc pixels in the input image can be marked
by the user as “do not use in output” or as “must appear in some approximate
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output location”. Each object marked by the user is represented by a mask
S(x, y, i) over the input images. S(x, y, i) will be non zero for the marked pixels
where user has imposed a constraint. If the user dragged an object to a particular
location on the target canvas, the mask is also assigned a desired approximate
shift (Px , Py ), otherwise it is assumed that the desired shift is zero.
The data term. Ed (M (u, v)) for an output pixel (u, v) with a shift M (u, v) =
(tx , ty , i) is assigned as follows:
1. If (u + tx , v + ty ) falls outside image boundary, or if S(u + tx , v + ty , i) is
marked as “must disappear”, then Ed (M (u, v)) = ∞.
2. In case S(u + tx , v + ty , i) is marked by the user to move by (Px , Py ), if |tx −
Px , ty − Py | ≤ LD, then Ed (M (u, v)) = −1. Otherwise, |tx − Px , ty − Py | >
LD, and we assign Ed (M (u, v)) = 1. LD is a parameter specifying permitted
deviations from the location speciﬁed by the user. When LD is smaller than
the size of its associated region, no region duplication is possible. We usually
used LD values that are about 10 percent from the image dimensions to
allow ﬂexibility in object location, while avoiding unwanted duplications of
the marked objects.
3. In all other cases Ed (M (u, v)) = 0.
The rigidity term. Er (M (p), M (q)) veriﬁes that the marked objects move
coherently, and do not occlude each other. Let M (p) point to d1 = (x1 , y1 , i1 )
and M (q) point to d2 = (x2 , y2 , i2 ). If either d1 or d2 points to a pixel in a
selected area (non-zero in S(x, y, i)), and M (p) = M (q),we incur a cost setting
Er (M (p), M (q)) = ∞.
This term is verifying that two neighbors marked pixels in any of the input
images must remain neighbors in the output image. Together with the smoothness term that penalizes stitching artifacts, it helps to avoid the situation where
multiple marked objects are occluding each other. If rigidity term together with
LD value of Ed , were not introduced, the high beneﬁt of including the marked
pixels in the output would have caused marked objects to be duplicated several
times and create unwanted results.
2.2

The Smoothness Constraint

The smoothness term. Es (M (p), M (q)) represents discontinuities introduced
to the output image by discontinuities in the shifts: A shift discontinuity exists
in the output image R between two neighboring locations, (u1 , v1 ) and (u2 , v2 ), if
their shifts are diﬀerent (M (u1 , v1 ) = M (u2 , v2 )). The smoothness term Es (M )
takes into account both color diﬀerences and gradient diﬀerences between corresponding spatial neighbors in the output image and in the input images. This
term is similar to [1,17].
 
(R((u, v) + ej ) − I((M (u, v)) + ej ))2 +
(2)
Es (M ) =
(u,v)∈R

β

 
(u,v)∈R j

j

(∇R((u, v) + ej ) − ∇I((M (u, v)) + ej ))2
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where ej are vectors representing the four immediate neighbors of a pixel, the
color diﬀerences are Euclidean distances in RGB, ∇ represents the magnitude
of the image gradients, and β is a weight combining these two terms. In our
experiments we used β = 10.
As our pairwise energy terms are not a metric distance, the theoretical guarantees of alpha expansion are lost. In practice we have found that good results
are still possible, as also observed in [12,1].
2.3

Relaxation in Energy Minimization

Energy minimization by graph labeling has very high complexity due to its non
convex nature and the very large number of labels. The approximate optimization
methods are not likely to reach the global minimum. However, we found that if we
gradually increase the weight of the smoothness term during the iterations of the
alpha expansion, and use in each iteration the labeling of the previous iteration
as an initial guess, we converge to a better result. This heuristic solution has been
inspired by Lagrangian Relaxation [8] and Graduated Non-Convexity [3].
We start our iterations with the relatively easy satisfaction of the user constraints (data term and rigidity term). The smoothness term is much harder to
satisfy, and we avoid using it in the ﬁrst iteration (α = 0), but gradually increase
the weight of the smoothness term during iterations until we reach the desired
weight. In a set of experiments we found that this approach obtained a lower
energy and a better result in comparison to the use of the desired weight from
the ﬁrst iteration. Figure 3 compares the minimum energy obtained by the two
approaches.
2.4

Hierarchical Solution for Graph Labeling

We use a multi-resolution approach to reduce the complexity of ﬁnding the
optimal graph labeling. Multi-resolution approaches to graph labeling were also
done in[14,18,16]. We build a Gaussian pyramid for the input images, and coarse
shifts are computed using the small input images to generate a small composite
image. This operation is very eﬃcient, as both the number of nodes and the
number of possible labels (shifts) is small. In practice we select only shifts whose
magnitudes are smaller than 25% of image size. Once coarse shifts are assigned,
they are interpolated as an initial guess for the labels in the higher resolution
level of the pyramid.
There are too many possible shifts when addressing higher resolutions in the
pyramid. We limit our examination only to shifts that are popular in the initial
interpolation from the lower resolution, and are used as labels of at least 50
pixels. We also add the nine closest shifts around each of these candidates. While
we do not use all possible shifts, the smaller set still allows a pixel to get a more
accurate shift, and also to switch from one group of pixels to another, improving
the cut between regions.
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Fig. 3. Gradual Relaxation: The red curve represents the minimal energy obtained
when minimization is performed on the desired weight of the smoothness term, a different run for each weight. The black curve represents the minimum obtained when
iterations started with no smoothness term, and the weight of the smoothness term is
gradually increased until its desired value is reached (single run). Gradual increase of
the weight of the smoothness term gives a better minimum most of the times.

Our pyramid contains about 100 × 100 pixels in its smallest level. It took
up to a minute to perform the composition on most images in this paper, and
a GPGPU implementation is in progress with the goal of reaching interactive
speeds.
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Fig. 4. (a-b) Input images where selected regions are marked in green. (c) Canvas image
with selected regions placed in their initial location. The overlap between the selected
regions presents a special diﬃculty to other tools. (d) Microsoft Photo Fuse results.
Note that the man’s head is cropped. (e) Adobe Photomerge Group Shot results. (f)
Snap Composition results.
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Fig. 5. (a-b) Input images where selected regions are marked in green. (c) Canvas image
with selected regions placed in their initial locations. (d) Adobe Photomerge Group
Shot results. While the background is nicely aligned, the “blue” girl is distorted. (e)
Snap composition results.

3

Experimental Results

We tested Snap Composition against both Adobe’s “Photomerge Group Shot”
and Microsoft’s “Photo Fuse”. In most cases but two “Photo Fuse” failed to align,
and no results are given for the failed cases. Fig. 4 compares Snap Composition
against both methods. Snap composition creates a better composite image as it
enables local modiﬁcations of both images after alignment, overcoming geometric
misalignments that are not handled by the other methods. Fig. 5 compares
to “Photomerge Group Shot”, where the blue girl has been distorted. More
examples are in Fig. 6, Fig. 8, and Fig. 9. We have found that that user marking
by drawing a thick outline around the object is most convenient, and we used it
in most of our examples. But the marking is very ﬂexible due to the eﬀect of the
smoothness terms, and as demonstrated in Fig. 6 the marking does not need to
include an entire object.
Snap Composition sometimes fails when ﬁlling the background, and the most
common failure is duplication of regions that belong to the foreground, into the
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Fig. 6. (a-b) Input images. Regions to be included in composition are marked in green,
unwanted regions marked in red. (c) Selected regions shown at their user selected
location on the composition canvas.(d) Adobe Photomerge Group Shot places the kid
on the road twice based on a global alignment. (e) Snap composition result, allowing
rearrangement of both objects and background.

(b)

(a)

(c)
Fig. 7. Failure example: (a) Four similar input images placed in a canvas. Regions to
keep are marked in green. (b) Initial Snap Composition. Some body parts are duplicated
to create the background. (c) User interaction, giving higher costs to these duplications
(as a second interaction phase), created a nice ﬁnal composition image.

background. Such failure is shown in Fig. 7. Another possible failure case is the
duplication of marked objects when the allowed deviation of object location (LD
deﬁned in 2.1) is very large. The user can recover from these failures by marking
on the output image the undesired duplications. Pixels in the marked region will
come from elsewhere, and this is done by increasing the cost on the undesired
labeling. We used this feature only in the example of Fig. 7. All other examples
did not need this feature.
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Fig. 8. (a-b) Input images after alignment, where wanted regions are marked in green
and unwanted regions are marked in red. (c) Canvas image with selected objects placed
in their initial location. (d) Snap Composition results. (e) Zoom in to composition by
Adobe Photomerge Group Shot. (f) Zoom in to composition by Microsoft Photo Fuse.
(g) Zoom in to Snap Composition.
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(c)
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Fig. 9. (a-b) Input images where wanted region are marked in green. (c) Canvas image
with selected objects placed in their initial location. (d) Snap Composition results.
Note that the “pink” girl has been shifted down automatically for better composition.

In all the experiments we avoided using photometric blending, in order to
show the pure eﬀect of Snap Composition.
The user interaction tool we have built includes the ability to (i) sketch an
area that should be included in the output; (ii) sketch an area that should not be
included in the output; (iii) set approximate locations of selected areas in output
canvas; and (iv) sketch on the output image areas that should be changed. The
use of this tool is demonstrated in the accompanied video.

4

Conclusion and Discussion

This paper presents Snap Composition, a method for image composition that
extends existing image composition approaches by adding the possibility to
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automatically compute best locations of the objects and the rearrangement of
the background for seamless composition. All Computations are done in a single
global optimization step. These capabilities are not possible as a single automatic step in any available composition tool, and increase the applicability of
interactive image composition.
While the examples shown in this paper do not include any photometric
blending, it is recommended that blending such as gradient domain blending
be applied at the seams of stitched regions.
In addition to the visual results, it was found that gradual increase of the
smoothness term lets the process converge to a better minimum and a better
result.
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